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1 of 1 review helpful Top Notch By crago Austin Boyd is one of the best new authors I have read He brings it all to 
the table mystery science romance and the Christian message He has a way of getting the reader hooked before he in a 
non preaching way and non threatening brings in the message of Christ s difference He keeps your attention and the 
discussion questions at the end are ones that make a person really While Rear Admiral John Wells begins to uncover a 
web of lies on Mars his wife and daughter are struggling for survival on earth Now John must survive his dangerous 
mission and find a way back home even as a shocking plan begins to unfold millions of miles away on earth If water 
can hold truth then the latest work of speculative Christian fiction by prolific techno thriller author Austin Boyd and 
sci fi author Brannon Hollingsworth is sure to open the floodgates for that genre H2O is a Christian Twilight Zone 
Episode maybe 
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